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Get Outta Town!

Megan S.,
Higher

Education

Richard S.,
Business

Management

Sam W.,
Secondary
Education

What three items would

you take with you when

traveling?

Where have you traveled to,

and where would you like to

visit next?

I cannot leave home
without my phone
charger, medication,
and my purse. 

I went to a TXT concert in
Duluth, GA, and I would like to
go to Chattanooga, TN for a
sibling vacay trip, as well as
visiting Atlanta, GA to see the
zoo and other museums.

I went to Nashville for a
birthday trip. One day I hope
to visit Vienna, Austria! 

I always take a
charger, makeup, and
my stuffed dog, Molly!

When traveling, I have
to bring along a watch,
my wallet, and some
Burt's Bees chapstick.

We take annual trips to 30A,
Florida, but I have also been
to Colorado and Chicago. I
think that getting to go to the
Italian countryside would be a
great experience.

Have book, will travel

Make a 
writing center
appointment

today!

...and roam with the Consultants!

Heather Poole



I have no thoughts.
I'm on vacation.

Well, that looks like a
mess. What are your
thoughts, Duck?

I am! I'm bringing my

laptop so I can do

both! Multitasking!

Seoul, S. Korea

Paris, France

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19):This is a prospective time for career
development as new opportunities will appear.
Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18): New friendships may blossom but take
the time to reconnect with old friends as well.
Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20): Self-reflection can lead to inner peace; do
not spend too long in the clouds. 
Aries (Mar 21- Apr 19): You may experience a boost in
confidence; pursue your goals and take wisdom in the setbacks.
Taurus (Apr 20-May 20): Your values will guide you to a new
sense of self, so remain patient seek new opportunities.
Gemini (May 21-Jun 21): You may experience countless
opportunities to communicate your ideas with others.
Cancer (Jun 22-Jul 22): The appearance of a supermoon may
bring good fortune as well as stability in your identity.
Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22): Phases of the moon indicate increased
creativity.
Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22): Prioritize your health, avoid academic
burnout, relax, and take the time to reflect on your inner self.
Libra (Sept 23-Oct 22): Now is the chance to strengthen your
connections with others or to create new bonds.
Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21): New opportunities create the chance for
self-growth; reflect on your goals and ambitions.
Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21): Traveling at this time may be
advantageous to learning new skills and discovering dream
careers.

What are you
doing?

I'm stress

packing.

Aren't you
working on your
resume?

Multitasking, so you
can be both relaxed
and stressed.

Now you're

getting it!

Assigned & Overdue A comic by the TWC
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July Horoscope

Summer Coloring Fun!

Beat the heat!

The

A

Created by the TWC


